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“Carnage in Indian IT,” read a headline 
about retrenchments in its outsourc-
ing industry as markets stagnate and 
US visa restrictions erode profits. The 
Indian IT industry generates $150 bil-

lion in revenue but is facing an existential crisis largely 
of  its own making because it became complacent and 
overconfident even as technologies and markets changed. 
It can survive only if  it exits the business that brought it 
success and reinvents itself.

India’s outsourcing boomed during the Y2K crisis of  
the late ’90s because there was an urgency in repairing 
corporate IT systems. Once chief  information officers 
(CIOs) became comfortable with having their systems 
maintained across the globe, they started outsourcing 
large-scale projects to Indian companies, and billion-
dollar contracts were announced almost every week.

But with the advent of  tablets and smartphones and 

their applications in the 2010s, users gained access to 
better technology than the companies’ IT departments 
could provide. They could download cheap, elegant and 
powerful apps on their tablets that made their corporate 
systems look primitive. Via cloud computing, companies 
such as Amazon, Microsoft and Google began to take over 
the functions of  data centres. So CIOs lost power, and the 
importance of  outsourcers declined. The billion-dollar 
outsourcing contracts evaporated.

Modern-day applications also don’t require large 
teams of  software engineers. They are user-customisable 
and can be built by anyone with basic programming 
skills. To offer more value, outsourcers worked to reduce 
costs by improving backend processes. They offered low-
cost offshore development and cheap labour in the US, 
and this fomented a backlash by displaced workers.

The same tech advances that decimated the Indian 
advantage offer a new opportunity that could allow In-
dian IT to reinvent itself  and even gain the support of  
Americans who have been rallying against it: to help 
the US modernise its aging infrastructure and bring 
manufacturing back from China. Technologies such as 
robotics, artificial intelligence and sensors enable de-
velopment of  smart cities and automated factories and 

a wholesale upgrading of  national infrastructure.
Robots, for example, have advanced so far that they 

can now do the work of  humans in manufacturing. With 
computing advances and dramatic price drops of  hard-
ware components, robots have acquired the dexterity 
to assemble circuit boards and build cars. They now 
cost less to operate than the wages of  workers in China. 
And connected devices and sensors in the Industrial 
Internet of  Things enable monitoring of  every aspect 
of  a manufacturing plant’s operations.

China is well aware of  the threat and is taking the 
lead in building zero-labour manufacturing plants, with 
robots doing practically all the work. But its robots have 
no advantage over American robots; all work equally 
hard and consume nothing more than energy. Manufac-
turing can now return to US shores without raising costs.

However, American businesses aren’t geared to take 
advantage of  manufacturing robots because they simply 
don’t have the know-how. This is where India’s outsourc-
ers could help. They could master the new technologies 
and help American firms design new factory floors and 
program and install robots. They could provide manage-
ment consulting in optimising supply chains and inven-
tory management. And they could manage manufactur-
ing plant operations remotely. This is a higher-margin 
business than the old IT services. And Americans would 
cheer India for bringing manufacturing back to their 
shores rather than protest its taking their jobs away.

No, there won’t be as many jobs in each manufactur-
ing plant as there were before. But many new high-pay-
ing jobs would be created to build and manage factories.

It is also possible to build smart cities, where sensors 
monitor every aspect of  a city’s functioning.  Their design 
and installation require managerial and analytical skills; 
their monitoring functions are no different from those 
of  managing data centres. 

And then there are opportunities to create applica-
tions that can revolutionise fields such as healthcare and 
education and to build technologies for the underprivi-
leged — something that Silicon Valley’s entrepreneurs 
don’t focus on because they don’t understand the dire 
needs. These are all things that Indian IT firms can do.

It is not that Indian companies don’t realise the threat. 
Tech Mahindra’s chief  executive C P Gurnani told my 
class at Carnegie Mellon’s College of  Engineering on 
May 1 that he was working hard to change the focus of  
his company from services to technology products and 
to solve problems outside IT. He talked about rapidly 
changing markets and the urgent need for his company 
to build offerings in areas such as healthcare, manufac-
turing, retail and managed services.

Will India’s IT sector finally wake up and smell the 
opportunity? It remains to be seen. One thing is for sure: 
the backlash will build if  it doesn’t — and Indian IT will 
accelerate its decline into oblivion.

Vivek Wadhwa is Distinguished Fellow and professor 
at Carnegie Mellon University’s College of  Engineering 
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You’ve interviewed employers 
across north India. Overall, 
would you say urban employers 
are more fair-minded and ethical 
in their relations with house help 
today, than say two decades ago, when class 
conventions weren’t so openly challenged? 
I did hear a lot of  people say, “Things were 
better in the past. Maybe they (domestic 
workers) didn’t have so many options or 
such good pay, but we really looked out for 
them.” And it’s true, (back then) we didn’t 
really read about these cases of  rescue 
and people being beaten up, but it’s very 
hard to know. It’s a bit like those sexual 
assault numbers that have risen in terms 
of  being reported. Is it because they are 
happening more, or because people realise 
it’s a crime and they can report it? One 
thing troubling for me was to often hear 
of  cases of  women like teachers and so 
forth assaulting their worker, and I’m 
wondering if  in a city that has become 
more stressful, there is the tendency to 
take out frustrations on the worker.

‘More than money or work hours, it is 
around these things — where to sit, when to 
eat, which bathroom to use — that the sharp-
est lines are drawn,’ you write. Despite pro-
gressive attempts, can equality really be 
achieved in servitude?
In places where household help is com-
mon, it’s because society is fundamen-
tally unequal, so that is always going to 
shape the relationship. But I can definite-
ly see a generational divide, with the 
younger generation actively thinking 

about it (giving the maid a 
fairer deal and greater dignity 
at the workplace). And I did 
meet a lot of  people who were 
super conscious about things 

like their maid getting home safely if  it 
was too late. “Should we get a taxi, should 
I drop her?” I think this is new. 

One thing that did come up a lot was 
the tension between individual feelings 
and the larger, public feelings of  morality 
and ethics. And sometimes people feel 
that if  I do this, my family or this neigh-
bourhood I live in will give me peer pres-
sure, and you don’t want to be the person 
people accuse of  “spoiling the market”.  

Are there differences in the way people 
from north and south India relate to their 
house help? 
There are definitely different 
payscales. I focused largely 
on north India, but anecdo-
tally, looking at job ads on-
line I could see the wages 
being offered in Mumbai 
or Bengaluru were 
higher than in Delhi. 
Kolkata was lower 
still. People often told 
me they felt Mumbai 
was more profes-
sional. I think Delhi 
is prone to special 
requests. Even if  
someone’s telling 
you they work 
for this much 

time, you’ll be like, ‘Oh, but just do this 
one last thing.’ You think it’s only just five 
minutes, but it may not be. We could say 
Delhi is probably among the toughest 
places to be a domestic worker. 

In many households low wages are justi-
fied with perks — loans, bed and board, cloth-
ing, etc. What do you make of this trade-off?
It was unclear to me why people who did 
seem to be able to afford higher wages 
might not be offering the same salary that 
another south Delhi household was. It was 
odd. I did find a lot of  people, including 
wealthy people who weren’t paying those 
higher wages, and yes, they were providing 
housing and so forth. As people become 
more aware of  what neighbours are paying, 
as people chat and information spreads, 
wages will become more equalised among 
people who have access to that kind of  in-
formation. One of  the stories I had was of  
this woman Santa, who was working for an 
Indian family as a nanny, and because her 
employers are friends with a lot of  foreign-
ers, she realises there’s a class of  nanny 
who’re doing exactly what she’s doing but 
they’ve somehow migrated to this other 
economy without leaving the country. She 
too wants to get to this economy. As people 
get to know what other people are earning 
they’ll probably ask for more.

Apart from a minimum wage of 
Rs 9,000 and social security cover, the 

draft National Policy for Domestic 
Workers says full-time, skilled 
workers be given the right to 
pursue education and engage 
with peers for collective bar-

gaining. If implemented, how 
will it alter the household 

service industry?
At present, it’s hard to get 
complaints about wages 

and work situations tak-
en seriously. When these 

standards are set it’s 
b e t t e r,  b e c a u s e 

you’re not leaving it 
to the discretion of  
each family. 

Nowhere do questions of class appear as recurrently and 
starkly as in the ‘sahib/memsahib-domestic worker’ 
dynamic. Tripti Lahiri, award-winning journalist and Asia 
editor of Quartz, examines the growing but uneven economy 
of domestic service in her new book Maid In India. She 
spoke to Joeanna Rebello Fernandes on how feudalism 
cohabits with progressive ideals in an India that is at once 
all-changing and the same

There is a worrying tendency in cities 
to take out frustrations on house help
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War begets war 
Apropos Sagarika Ghose’s ‘Why Indo-
Pak peacemongers are true patriots’ 
(June 4), warmongers must realise 
that if three direct wars and several 
decades of proxy war haven’t brought 
peace to the region, where’s the 
guarantee that another war will? India 
should not abandon peace options and 
continue to strive for dialogue. Sheer 
persistence with peace will eventually 
pay off as war only begets war. 

Bholey Bhardwaj, Mumbai

The contentious issue between the two 
nations is Kashmir, and unless this is 
resolved, the acrimony will continue, 
with or without peacemongers/
warmongers. A rogue state such as 
Pakistan only equates peacemongering 
with timidity and pusillanimity. 

Avinash Godboley, Dewas (MP)

As Indira Gandhi once put it, you really 
can’t shake hands with a clenched fist. 
Until Pakistan realises the futility of 
supporting militant groups, any thaw in 
relations can only be wishful thinking. 
Peace is essential, yes, but not over the 
dead bodies of our jawans and 
innocent civilians.

C V Aravind, Bengaluru
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THEFT
We are paying Krishi Kalyan Cess.
Even then, farmers are in a mess.

This only illustrates
How governance abates,

While our taxes remain in excess.

CONSENT
A friend asked, 

“Why be against Aadhaar?
We give our data to the bazaar,

Like Google, for instance.
Then why this resistance?”
I said, “Because Consent 

matters, yaar!”

RHYME & 
REASON
AMIT VARMA

The United States’ bizarre withdrawal 
from the Paris treaty has given Narendra 
Modi the very rare opportunity for glob-
al leadership.

 The treaty is a voluntary agreement in 
which nations commit to cutting their emissions of  carbon 
dioxide. This is to ensure that the rise in the earth’s average 
surface temperature is not more than 2 degrees Celsius 
over that in 1880. Why that year? Because we started record-
ing temperatures in earnest then, and that is around when 
industry began emitting large volumes of  carbon dioxide, 
changing our climate. We are already at 1.3 degrees Celsius 
over 1880 and so we have 0.7 degrees to play with. What 
happens if  we exceed that and continue man-made climate 
change is simple: disaster. Rising seas, unpredictable mon-
soons and worse.

 Why is the opportunity very rare? Though we are the 
world’s second largest nation, and soon largest, we count for 
little. We have no influence on anything. Usually we take the 
global lead in nothing. Or at least nothing that the rest of  the 
world admires. I understand we’re the world’s biggest import-
ers of  weapons. This is slightly less shameful than the fact 
that most of  us probably take pride in the fact that we are.

 I will not depress readers on Sunday with a list of  the 
other things — infant mortality, illiteracy — we’re global 
number 1 in. These things we already know and have given 
up on as being intractable.

 So why do I say we have the opportunity to lead on cli-
mate change? Because our contribution to global warming 
is significant and what we do matters not just to us but to 
everyone. China is the world’s biggest emitter of  carbon 
dioxide and contributes 30% of  the total. America is second 
at 15% and India third with 7%.

 Only three nations of  the world are out of  the Paris trea-
ty: Nicaragua (because the treaty does not go far enough in 
tackling climate change), Syria (because its diplomats couldn’t 
travel to sign it) and now the US (because, well, Trump).

 And why do I say Modi has the opportunity to be the 
world’s leader? Because it is easier for us. We Indians are 
culturally aligned to the issue. Foreign minister Sushma 
Swaraj absolutely nailed this in her response to the ques-
tion of  whether India was abiding by the Paris treaty for 
external reasons.

 She said that our “commitment is 5,000 years old. We 
worship rivers, trees and mountains. This is India’s ethos, 
it is our cultural heritage. If  someone says we signed the 
pact due to lure of  money and pressure from someone, it is 

wrong. I reject both these allegations. Whether the US stays 
in the agreement or not, India will stay.”

 We are, like those other ‘Indians’, the native Americans, 
animists and worshippers of  nature. It’s of  course quite an-
other matter that we pollute the things we worship. And that 
the non-animist nations have actually preserved their profane 
rivers and mountains much better than we have our sacred 
ones. Our commitment is mostly talk, and at best it manifests 
in spiritual rather than physical pursuits. However it is in-
disputable that we believe in it and from that emerges the 
opportunity to lead, because Modi will face no internal po-
litical resistance to tough decisions on coal or petrol.

 The world is currently insufficiently alarmed by the 
danger of  climate change. Climate change is not an issue 
in electoral politics (even in ‘aware’ Britain, the Green 
Party won only 1 seat out of  650). This is because the rise 
in temperatures is not strictly linear. January 2017 was 0.2 
degrees Celsius cooler than January 2016. But it was also 
the third warmest January since 1880. So the pattern is 
unmistakable and we are on the cusp.

 India’s emissions are about the same as all of  Europe’s. 
Meaning anything we can do successfully can be emulated 
at scale. There is a large and growing constituency in parts 
of  Europe plus in all of  America now that is concerned about 
climate change but is leaderless. It needs someone to come 
and take charge. This leader will offer her or his nation as 
an example and invest in innovations and take hard deci-
sions now. Most importantly, push for climate change as a 
major issue, above marginal issues like jihadist terrorism.

 Power minister Piyush Goyal has said that all cars sold 
in India by 2030 will be electric. No further details have been 
revealed but if  this is pursued seriously, and soon, it will 
amaze the world.

 This leader will, if  she or he is credible and significant 
(and Modi has the chance to be both), even be able to bring 
pressure to bear on America because the rest of  the world 
is united, though informally at the moment.

 Indians believe in the idea of  vasudhaiva kutumbakam. 
The world is one family, and this family is in trouble. Our 
planet awaits a leader. Modi has the chance for true great-
ness. He must step up to it.
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EARTH MATTERS: A large and growing constituency in the 
West is concerned about climate change but it’s leaderless 

Climate is right 
for Modi to 

save the planet

The most effective way to deal 
with unpleasant facts is to render 
them as exaggerations. You hear 
shouting next door followed by 
the sound of  someone sobbing 

every night, and you come to the conclusion: no 
one can possibly be a wife-beater there as the couple 
are regularly vocal about their feminism on social 
media. They must have their TV on loud, and some 
serial or other must move the woman to emotional 
tears every evening.

Yes, that must be it.
Your friend shows some classic signs of  alcohol-

ism — including the one by which he is sure that 
he doesn’t have any problem with drink at all. You 
think of  asking him to seek professional help. But 
he’s probably just bad at holding his drink, and that 
must be all there is to it.

Yes, that must be it.
You hear about NDTV being raided by the CBI. 

You also know that the TV company has been ac-
cused of  some financial hanky-panky for almost a 
decade now — much before the Narendra Modi 
government, against which the channel is suppos-
edly routinely critical, came to power. In any case, 
India isn’t Erdogan’s Turkey or Putin’s Russia. For 
crying out loud, isn’t every speech at an official 
dinner in the US hosted in honour of  an Indian 
guest prefixed by ‘celebrating the friendship be-
tween the biggest democracy and the oldest democ-
racy in the world’?

So it has to be some media group and its 
ancien régime supporters crying ‘Emergency!’ and 
‘Censorship!’, when all it is, is an investigation into 
fudged ledgers being made out to be fascism, that 
classic overused poster-word of  exaggerations.

That’s all there is to it.
Once you have decided that something unpleas-

ant you have come to know is an exaggeration, you 
are partly relieved that you are smart enough to 

know the difference between a kitchen smoke and 
a bonfire, and partly irritated with the folks who 
make a mountain out of  a dunghill. Then life as 
you know it, especially in these happy days, slides 
back to normal.

But just because you’re not a card-carrying 
paranoid doesn’t mean things aren’t happening 
that would make you uncomfortable if  they hap-
pened to you. In a world of  hyper-information — as 
it would have happened in a world of  hypo-infor-
mation, where some news would simply not reach 
you the way no one got to see Kapil Dev’s 175 not 
out against Zimbabwe at Tunbridge Wells in the 
1983 Prudential World Cup — you can consciously 
turn blind to unpalatable facts.

Some uncomfortable ‘incidents’, however, need 
a bit more dexterity in being ‘exaggeration-ated’ 
than others. If  the police open fire on protesting 
farmers  burning vehicles in Madhya Pradesh, and 
six are killed in the process, saying ‘Surely that’s not 
true, because Jallianwala Bagh happened in 1919 
under a different dispensation’ won’t really get you 

what a good night’s Valium is supposed to get you.
What can get you solace is the best invention of  

the social media troll: moral relativism. ‘Why iso-
late this incident just because MP has a BJP govern-
ment? How many people tweeted in 1983 when at 
least 2,191 people — and that’s just the official figure 
— were butchered in Assam’s Nagaon district in 
14 villages, including Nellie, under a Congress gov-
ernment that stood by and did nothing?’ The length 
of  that sentence itself  would make a person shift 
his outrage at Tuesday’s firing in MP a few inches 
to the side.

Much — if  not all — of  the damage control in-
volves bringing into focus the identity of  the ‘exag-
gerators’. Those howling against the CBI raid of  
NDTV are ‘elite, dyed-in-the-wool BJP-bashers’ stick-
ing together to whitewash financial wrongdoings 
like they always did during the Congress regime. To 
hold a mirror to this lot itself  should do the job of  
putting a lid on charges of  political bullying.

But with each ‘Oh, stop exaggerating about 
Kashmir/MP/NDTV/(fill in your choice of  victim). 

You’ll know what real boot-stomping looks like if  
you lived in Saudi Arabia, or witnessed the Emer-
gency,’ the bar by which we react, either by shock, 
anger or disgust, is lowered.

It isn’t intolerance, India’s perennial ailment, 
that alone is ascendant. It is tolerance to the abuse 
of  power that is also steeply on the rise. The crit-
ical mass of  protesting voices against such acts 
of  power is shrinking. It is shrinking because it 
feeds on exaggerations that make us content, even 
as it rejects uncomfortable information — and, 
thereby, its accompanying discomfort — by treat-
ing it as exaggerated.

Which leads us to an India that will be so ut-
terly enamoured of  itself  as a Project, that it no 
longer has to dare to look up when wrongs are 
committed. It will simply care not to look up, in 
the unshakeable belief  that the rot itself  is an 
exaggeration.
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If intolerance is on the rise, so is our tolerance to abuse of power 
INDRAJIT HAZRA

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

My father died a deeply disap-
pointed man. His one dream for 
his four children remained unful-
filled — we didn’t appear for the 
UPSC exam. My siblings did bril-

liantly in their chosen fields. But it wasn’t the same 
thing for him when they chose law, engineering, 
medicine. His last hope was me — his youngest. My 
father was also a realist, and I had an open relation-
ship with him. Open enough to tell him I had neither 
the brains nor the tenacity to slave for such a gruel-
ling exam. Besides, I asked him worriedly, what if  I 
did study hard and get through — 
could he honestly see me as a dis-
trict collector in Dhule? Why subject 
unsuspecting Dhule to such an or-
deal? Reluctantly, he agreed with me 
and never raised the topic again. 
But each time he met a contempo-
rary who boasted about a son or 
daughter making the cut, my fa-
ther’s face would fall. I would get a 
reproachful look, and the subject 
would be instantly changed. 

For my father’s generation, get-
ting a child into the IFS, IAS, IRS 
was the ultimate badge of  honour. 
It was also a testament to their good 
parenting skills. It is still the same 
sentiment shared by millions of  
ambitious parents across India. 
This year has been a spectacular one 
for the parents of  1,099 candidates, 
846 men and 253 women who cleared what is consid-
ered one of  the toughest examinations in the country. 
Karnataka girl Nandini K R, for example, topped her 
batch with Kannada Literature as her optional sub-
ject. Her qualifications are impressive indeed — a 
civil engineer with a BE degree in computer sci-
ences. Nandini, who belongs to the OBC category, 
has made her state and the rest of  India proud. What 
an achievement! No less amazing are the 44 candi-
dates from J&K, who managed to stay focused and 
study hard, despite the strife, violence and daily 
disruptions in their troubled state. So, too, Namrata 
Jain from another disturbed area — Bastar. These 
are stupendous achievements, and should serve as 
inspiration for our students. 

Reading about the lives of  these candidates, I felt 
rather ashamed at how nonchalantly I had dismissed 
my father’s dream. Unlike so many of  these women, 
I had everything going for me at the time — a solid 
basic education, family support and encouragement, 
good health and the means to apply myself, work 
hard and appear for the competitive exam. But I air-
ily chose not to. It would have been different had I 

nurtured another compelling academic ambition. 
But I didn’t! I had merely followed the line of  least 
resistance — graduated with a decent percentage 
from a top college, only to keep my parents from 
nagging, and happily drifted along, reading a lot, 
writing a lot, but with no defined goal or purpose. 

Contrast this self-indulgent attitude with Bisma 
Qazi’s. Bisma, a 25-year-old from Srinagar, belongs 
to a business family. Disappointed at not getting ad-
mission in a medical college, she studied engineer-
ing, and chose anthropology as her optional subject. 
Clearing the UPSC in her second attempt has made 
her doubly aware of  what it takes to succeed. Most 
of  the other students interviewed have given credit 
to their fathers, like Suhail Qasim Mir who said that 
his biggest inspiration was his father who pushed 

him to excel. And I immediately 
thought of  mine. I hope he under-
stood and forgave me eventually.

These are the stories from 
India we need to focus on and 
proudly share. It is ironical that 
the same day citizens were laud-
ing these exemplary students, 
there was another big story dom-
inating the news: Mahesh Chan-
dra Sharma of  Rajasthan High 
Court had created a furore with 
his ‘peacock’ theory. What 
shocked the nation was the 
learned judge’s ignorance re-
garding the reproductory habits 
of  India’s national bird. Heaven 
knows how he’ll live down that 
gaffe, but the larger question his 
pronouncements raised related 
to his common sense. If  someone 

in his exalted position could go public with such 
patently inaccurate opinions on the mating of  birds 
and the miraculous qualities possessed by cows, one 
shudders to think of  the wisdom of  his earlier judge-
ments in court!

Let’s call these the two faces of  India. One seeks 
validity in ignorance. The other celebrates the pow-
er of  knowledge. Can it be called an obvious clash 
of  two generations? Naah. It is, in fact, a clash of  two 
civilisations. If  we nurture our students with the 
right intellectual inputs, we will build a stronger 
India. But if  we permit the utterances of  Judge Ma-
hesh Chandra Sharma and his ilk to go unchal-
lenged, we will be in deep trouble. It is all too easy 
to sing ‘Jungle mein mor nachchey...” while ignoring 
the India energetically surging ahead, despite such 
ridiculous thinking. After reading about the victori-
ous 1,099 probationers, I thought about my father’s 
dream, and fervently wished I hadn’t let him down 
all those many years ago.
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Why we need more Nandinis, 
not peacock-and-bull tales

SHOBHAA DE

POLITICALLY INCORRECT

MAKING THE CUT: Stories of 
achievers like Nandini K R, UPSC 
topper, are the kind we need to 
focus on and proudly share
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